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READ ALL ABOUT WHAT'S
HAPPENING in the cri.me world
in Crime Check on page 4.
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What's
inside
today
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LEARNING ABOUT WHAT IS
HAPPENING at Wounded Knee
and find out a local Indian's
reaction by reading the story on
page 10.

EASTERN PLAYS GOD and builds
a mountain. The story of this
miraculous feat can be found on
page 5.

THE DOCTORS BAG IS BACK. The
answers to many questions are
on page 14.

IS SATIRE YOUR BAG? A page of
satire con be found on page 7.

Issues and Opinions - pages 8
.and 9.
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CHENEY ALMOST HAD A BLAST.
Read the story about the
dynamite found near this city on
page 2.
ANOTHER PICTURE PAGE this
week by Georgene Sondbak on
ooqe

\ If"
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DR. HOOK AND THE MEDIC..JNE
SHOW will be making a house
coll at Eastern. Information on
the group is in the story on page
6.
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Explosives Found Near Cheney
Sp1 ,kane County authorities repcr·ted ·this week that most of the
dy,,amite stolen over a week and
a half ago from four magazines
neQr Marshall has been recovered, including about 7,000
pou·nds of explosives buried and
fused three miles south of
Cheney.
1

Four juveniles and one young
adult, Randy R. Heinemann, 19,
hove been arrested and charged
with the theft of the explosives.
Heinemann has been charged
with four counts of second
degree burglary and endangering life and property with
explosives.
Sheriff's
Detective Lt.
John
Teagan
said
most of
the
dynamite and explosives has
been returned to its respective
owners and said the remainder
is in the county magazine
awaiting proper identification.
If! all, s.everal thousand pounds

of dynamite, 4,000 pounds of
blasting powder, 4, 000 feet of
primer cord, 1,100 blasting caps
and an unspecified amount of
plastic explosives were taken
from the four magazines the
weekend before last.
However, deputies were led to a
location about three miles south
of Cheney last Wednesday night
by one of the youths allegedly
involved in the incident where
about 7,000 pounds of explosives had been buried and fused
together into what authorities
termed "one big fused bomb."
A seven-man bomb squad spent
several hours Thursday morning
defusing the buried explosives.
Two other caches of explosives
were also found by authorities in
the Marshall area alot:)g with a
small amount at Heinemann's
house.
Teagan said that after questioning the youths, he was led to

believe they had no intention of
harming anyone and said he
could find no hidden motives.
He said the youths told him they
were only looking for some
minor
explosives
to
make
firecrackers, but when they
couldn 't find anything took the
other explosives. He also said he
was not sure if all the powder
hod been returned because the
youths had burned a great deal
of it.

disposal squad will then be sent.
" We'd rather be safe than sorry,"
he said.

Teagan said he remembers one
other case such as this about 11
years ago when a large amount
of explosives was taken and

used to blow up mail boxes and
various street signs.
While he said there was no such
destruction involved in this
incident, he said a considerably
larger amount of explosives was
taken in this case as opposed to
the last.
·

Teagan said the youths told him
the reasol') they fused the one
large cache of explosives was to
destroy any evidence if any of
the group were caught and did
not intend any harm. The
detective said his office is still
receiving calls and tips about the
case, but said each tip is checked
and no new evidence has been
uncovered. He urged the public
to " get away from it" if dynamite
is found and call the sheriff's
office. Teagan said a bomb

Above is Dick Hoover making a motion to Publication
Commission Chairman Rich Schierman. The motion entailed
The Easterner to change its production dates only once for
election, and thereby not foul up The Easterner's production
process.

Across from ' l>arkade Plaza

Ed Bruneau

HA VE YOU HEARD???

PU·B Commission Passes
Motion .For Election Issue
As a resu lt of the Publ ication
Commission meeting held ~ast
Tuesday, a decision was made
to change The Easterner's
, publication date from Thurs: day to Wednesday, April 25,
· for the purpose of better
coverage
of the coming
Associated Student election.

The World's Finest

Bal 's Stereo inc.
N. 2512 Division St.
- Spokane

Jeff Riddle

In a recommendation from
the AS legislature, two dates,
April 18th ond the 25th were
to be the dotes of publication
for The Easterner, instead of
the . normal Thursday date.
"There may be a minor
inconvenience for the Easterner staff," said Jeff Riddle,
AS president, "but I think it's
important that the students
recieve both primary and
general efection coverage. "
"You cannot expect my staff
or the paper's machinery to
change the date of The
Easterner without sufficient
notice ."
commented
Ed
Bruneau , editor of The East!trner_. Bruneau __ made... his

points that advertising would
be hurt, that both he and his
staff's schedules would be
impaired, and that, after
talking with
his printer,
moving the date both days
would create an unpleasent
situation.
· The Pub Commission passed a
motion made by Dick Hoover
that The Easterner put out an
election issue on the day of
the General Election, and that
it make on effort to cover
what election news it could,
without changing any other
publication dotes.
Ir) other events, the Associ ated Students recieved 1 50
inches for election advertising
without charge, and both the
Student Publication Commission guidelines, and The
Easterner guidelines were
approved and sent to President Shuck.

The next Pub Commission meetIng will be Aprll 16 at 3:00 p.m. in
the P..LIB
-- - --
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Spring Weather 7

Frisbees

I;

FLOWERS ARE THE SCENTS AND SIGNS OF SPRINGTIME blossoming
out of Winter. These daffodils outside Monroe Hall seem to be one of

r

the few clumps of flowers on campus not potted ..... a rare sign of
Eastern's Springtime.

.
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Thursday · April 5:
A panel discussion of the film "The Sorrow and The Pity" by
professors Kabat, Kidd, Kiesewetter and Thomas will be held today in
Patterson 2071 at 1 p.m.

by Rick Schultz
Staff Reporter

The Japan by Fi lm series presents "Woman in the Dunes" at 3 p.m.
and at 7 p.m. in Patterson 1057. There is a 50 cent fee for non-class

What restorations, if any, are
expected in Eastern 's 1973-7 4
biennium budget cut by the
Washington State Legislature?

Friday · April 6:
A.S . concert featuring "Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show" ot 8 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse. Tickets are $1.50 in advance and $2.00 at the door.

Eastern Assistant President John
Lothspeich said the answer is
pure conjecture." Lothspeich
said the legislation is stuck in the
House Ways and Means Committe. Action is expected before the
legislature adjourns next weekend.

Saturday · April 7:
A .S. Weekender series presents "Mary Queen of Scotts" at 8 p.m. in
the PUB. Tickets are 25 cents with student ID.
Sunday · April 8:
A.S . weekender series again "Mary Queen of Scotts" at 8 p.m. in the
PUB, tickets 25 cents with student ID. Byron Burford, visiting artist of
the Studio School starts his exibit.

Legislators recently slashed $1.4
million from EWSC's budget for
the period beginning July 1. All
other four year institutions were
also hit.

Monday . Nothing Scheduled

Tuesday · Byron Burford, artist gives a public lecture at 8 p.m.,
Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum Auditorium.

Wednesday · April 11 :
Filing for A.S. elections close at 5 p.m. in the A.S. offices third floor
PUB.
.

before the Ways and Means
Committee to re-consider the
freeze.

-

I

Washington's legislature also
froze college enrollment at 6,450
students. Lothspeich said the
freeze would mean a $240,000
revenue loss from tuition and
fees. He said an amendment is

need for equipment purchases
and repairs.

Tn

an Interview with. the
Spokesman Review, Attwood
said his department was budgeted $11,000 for equipment in
1970 and 1971. In 1971-72 and
1972-73 he said they received
nothing. Other college deportments have likewise been cut he
added.

What about proposed pay hikes
for the college faculty? Such an
increase would have to come
from the budget, Lothspeich said.
He noted salaries for dorm
officials w ould also come from
the budget. In the past dorm
salaries were paid by the State.

"If we can get the people, we can
get the program," said Foreign
Language Department Chairman
Richard 0. Whitcomb. "The
people cost money." He said cuts
in the past few years have forced
the faculty to "work overtime."
He also expects reductions in
part time help. Whitcomb added
the cuts would probably mean
reductions in books, films, guest
lecturers, recordings, and other
How did department chairmen
supplements.
on --C-ompus react to the c u t s ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
Robert Attwood, chairman of
Eastern's Psychology department
said cuts would "make it very
difficult to function in the next
two years."Attwood said the
reductions wou Id mean more lab
fees and a limited number of
good films. He also cited the This quarter Campus Safety will
be enforcing traffic violations.
Cars with
three
or
more
violations will be impounded.
Campus Safety reported that
they wrote between 900 and
1000 tickets within a four day
period last week.
Legislators considered Governor
Daniel Evans' proposed budget
too high in two areas: higher
education and social services.
Lothspeich attributed the higher
education cuts to "poor credibility" with the legislature. He also
noted President Richard Nixon's
recent cuts in federal higher
education programs.

Crime
Check

Accutron®
by Bulova

Five purses were stolen last
week;
three
were
from
Tawanka. Campus Safety officials urge students to keep their
purses with them especially
while in Tawanka, Showalter or
Martin Hall.

Make it a memor·
able gift.
Give him an
Accutron watch
by Bulova. So
precise that
accuracy is
guaranteed
to within
a minute
a month.•
See our full
range of
Accutron
styles.
From.

A refrigerator stolen from L.A.
over vacation was recovered the
first day of school.

$110.

t.

t-,.
*

The sanitary napkin dispenser in
the fieldhouse was broken into,
however nothing was taken.
Finally, a low flying airplane
caused some excitement Sunday
afternoon among students in
Morrison and Streeter Ho'lls -as
the plane buzzed the buildings
and surrounding area.
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Stainless steel.
Grey dial and strap.
$135.

Smith
JEWELERS
·235.5·312 408 · 1st
Cheney
•we will adjust to this tolerance, If
necessary. Guarantee Is for one year.
Columbia Records presents "The
First Songs." Including "Wedding
Bell Blues," "Stoney End," "He's
a Runner," "And When I Die,"
"Flim Flam Man," " Buy and
Sell ," "I Never Meantto Hurt
You," "Blowing Away," "Good
by Joe," "Billy's Bl'ues," "Lazy
Susan," and "California Shoeshine Boys."
"The First Songs," a re-issue
; of h,,e r first album. VJt'lil~ ~~~r ·•·.
yourig girls poured their' ti~arts ,
fnto d iari'es, Laura Nyr9
. ·
changed the course of pop music.
, , •: .i lO Al so a v .i ila ble on t ape

On Columbia Records~
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AUDIO-VISUAL
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All Stereos,

~

CALENDAR "CK"
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EQUIPMENT

Reco~ders,

~

~
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Receivers,
~
Projectors, etc. ~
FULLY GUARANTEED
REASONABLE RATES
FAST SERVICE

~

~

REPAIR

~

~
~

Bob's Audio ~
Repair Service
~ For Free Estimot.es Cal l~
Jim in Cheney
~
at 359-7723 --

I

I

I

I
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Mens
Knit Slacks - 9 90

•

.

Mens Jeans . 5 90

.
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Make Us Your.

41.5-FIRST,

23.5_~6- l
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Orie-Stop
- _!honi~___C_enter
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Making ·Your Own Mountains

by Julie Kittelson
Staff Reporter
" The cl imbing f aci lit y at Eastern
Washington State Coll ege w as
planne d a s por t of the Phase II
compl e x from t he beg inning. It
wa s not acted upon previou sly
because it wa s not known
whethe r or not sufficie nt fu nd s
would be available to complet e
Phase II of the physical education
complex in its entirety until
recently. This climbing facility
was definitely not an afterthought that was dreamed up to
spend some available money."

This was the reply of Dr. Jack
Leighton,
Chairman
of
the
Departments of Health, Phy~icol
Edufation, Recreation and Athics to accusations that the
climbing wall being built be-

tween the wings of Phase II and
the HPE com plex is a last minute
extra va ngance.
Beca use the r e w as a need for
g ene rous construction continge ncy reserves, the wall wa sn 't
included in the final cont ract,
although it was list ed a s an
alternate when the bids were
first let. Now that Phase II is
almost finished and enough
money for the wall is assured, a
new contract can be made to
complete the original plan.
Some people question the value
.of building a climbing wall
because of a lock of interest in
outdoor recreational activities.
Dr. leightorr disag'r ees: "Outdoor recreational activities hove
been in great demand at Eastern

ove r t he l ast several ye ars.
Classes in w ilderness skills_ h?ve
been offered. These a nd sim ilar
classes have been over enro lled
by ?s much as 9 to _1 for a
~ar.t 1cular quar~er . ':"'h1ch h~s
limited the availability o f t hi s
type of a ctivity for many of our
stude nts."
Others question the value of
mountain climbing as a sport ,
and therefore the utility of
spending $28,000 to promote it.
Dr. Leighton again disagrees :
" Mountaineering as an outdoor
physical activity, besides its
intrinsic value to the lover of the
great outdoors,
is a
true
developer of physical fitness
which goes along with the
emphasis placed on fitness by
the President's Council whose
ads we have seen periodically on
TV and in the newspapers. It is
an activity that has lifetime value
as it can be participated in by
people of all ages."
To the prospective mountain
climber, the value of a climbing
wall is obvious. Since the wall
will have the six stages , of
climbing difficulty, the climber
will
be
able
to · progress
step-by-step in a controlled
situation that wi II provide the
skill and confidence that -could
be the difference- between life
and death on a real mountain.

None the less, some people still
LOCATED BETWEEN THE WINGS of Phase II of the HPE complex, the
think that $28,000 is too much to
climbing wall 11 30 feet high from the lowest point and wlll ·be made
spend on the luxury of a climbing
of concrete, stone, and mortar. Because the structure is six sided, all , wall. Dr. Leighton pointed out
levels of climbing dlfflculty are represented.

THIS IS A MODEL" OF THE $28,000 MOUNTAIN to be built at Eastern.
Students wlll be taught some of the techniques of mountain climbing
with the aid of this structure. - Photo by Sandbak
that the cost of an indoor pool
with dressing and shower rooms
is about $800,000 and that
resurfacing an all -weather track
costs about the same as building
a climbing wall.
He also pointed out that the
climbing wall in the Seattle area
is in de111and by such groups as
Scouts and mountaineering clubs
and that "the construction of this
facility at Eastern would provide
a similar opportunity for outside
groups of the immediate area
and would certainly be in
keeping with the Ecology theme

of Expo 7 4. "
For those that think mountain
climbing shouldn 't be taught in
college but left in the mountains,
Dr. Leighton anoiogized that
plants and rock s could be left in
their natural habitat but instead
are taught in Geology and
Botany. " The study of all these
can be performed in the field but
a person understands it much
better in its natural habitat when
he was prepared for
this
encounter ahead of time. Is this
not also true of mountaineering?"

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME!
YES, FOLKS! NOW HOUSING IS ABLE TO OF~ER THIS LITTLE LUXURY
ALONG WITH ITS EXPANDING LINE OF BEN~FITS THAT COME
ABSOLUTELY FREE ·WITH A ROOM FROM HOUSING.
SUPPLY IS LIMITED, SO SIGN UP EARLY!
FOR MORE INFORMATION OM HOW YOU CAM BE IN. T HE SWIM OF THINGS,
CONTACT HOUSING AT 359-2451 OR STOP BY SHOWALTER 122.
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Dr. Hook Comes Tomorrow
by Fisayo Gesinde
Staff Reporter

Eastern could certainly do
with a little bit of explosive
madness, and this is exactly
what is going to happen on
Friday, April 6, when a funky
Rock and Roll outfit composed
of seven completely freaked

--NOMINATEDFOR5
ACADIMT AWAIIDS

.DIANAROSS

§ BILLIE HOUCW

...w ....... ,

4

.... \.

• •~
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out men storm the Fieldhouse. Dr. Hook's Medicine
5how will surely run waves of
electric excitement through
the spines of Eastern students.
What else could you expect
from these men who made
history with their debut on

Sunday, February 18, earlier
this year? It was at Charlotte,
North Carolina, in a dance
hall called the Midnight Sun
where Dr. Hook used their,
music and a tight gimmick to
print their name boldly in the
good books of music fans and
critics alike. Dennis Loccorriere, the bearded twentythree year old lead singer
particularly won the hearts of
the crowd with his showmanship. He moved on stage like
a drunken giant and caressed
the microphone like a partner
in a sensual act. Roy Sawyer,
the eye-patched member of
the group did a crazy dance to
a weird sound and won loud
applause from the audience.
Billy ~roncis, the man on the
keyboard , was so good that
night that he literally sent

waves of electric
through the people.

29 issue of the musical
magazine, Rolling Stone.

shocks

This is what happened on
February 18th. What is going
to happen on April 6th? One
con only expect a better and
more exciting show. If these
guys could do this six weeks
ago, then, if anything, they
should give greater satisfaction when they come to
Eastern. let's wait and see
how much the electric power
of Dr. Hook's music will
charge the night air around
the fieldhouse on 'D' day.

This performance caused so
much sensation that it made
the cover story of the March

TOWN & COUNTRY

* ALL
* ALL
* ALL ACCESSORIES 10% OFF!
* ALL TV's, STEREOS, SPEAKERS
MARKED
VE
* FOR ALL YOUR RENTALS, SALES, SERVICE,
·r11w1,1 & CIIIIIITIIY TV
$5.98 RECORDS, NOW $3.50 DURING CLEARANCE!
$6.98 TAPES, NOW $4.65 DURING CLEARANCE!

DOWN 10%-40% TO SA

YOU MONEY!

I

235-6122

504 - 1st Cheney

TE 8-8176
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Dennis Reedy-Satir.e

The Whiteman's Burden or
·
How America Lost Her Innocence
With the last remaining troops
stationed in Viet Nam finally
returning home, Americans are
toking off their hats and saluting
those brave young men, who are
now much older. This brings us to
the "closing acts" in the play
"The White Man's Burden in
Vietnam" or "How the United
States Tried to Screw Over
Southeast Asia and Came Home
With the Clap."
A typical scene is now unfolding
at one of America's airports as
the crowds of people await the
landing of the POW's (Pawns of
Washington). Act 3135 begins
onboard a jet as it flies toward
the airport.
"Now men, here are each of your
parts," says the colonel, as he
passes out the typed sheets of
paper to each of the POW's.
"Rember not to say anything that
isn't in the script. If you do
everything that you're told, you'll
soon be lying beside your wife or
a beautiful girl."

wife again," said another POW.
"I haven't seen her in seven
years, and now I'll be able to see
our three new children I have
never seen.
"Remember men,
everybody
salutes the flog as they step off
the plane and those men who
are specially designated in the
script will run over to the f log
and kiss it and slobber all over it.
As an added incentive for a go~d
performance, we hove a specially mounted M-16 rifle in the
cockpit of the jet which will be
pointed at each of your heads
while you are speaking."
''I'm not going to read this
garbage. I want to tell the truth,"
yelled ,one of the POW's as he
threw down his script.
"Okay, boy. Feel free to do just
that," said the colonel. "There's
the door, so go give them hell."
The POW jumped up, opened the
door of the jet, and stepped
outside.

"A what?" said one POW with a
puzzled expression on his face.

Act 3136

the ground. War hod not claimed
As the jet's wheels touched the this man 's life, but the bottle
ground, hundreds of people between truth and censorship
began cheering and clopping . . got him.
First off the plane wos Major 1.M.
What had the major been trying
Brainwashed, who proudly salto do as he deviated from the
uted the flog and stepped over to
action set forth in the script?
the microphone.
Was it some act of protest
against America or was some"People of Amer.i ce, the greatest
thing else on his mind?
country in the world between
Canada and Me>cico, I just want
" It must have been some pinko,
to soy how proud I am ·t o be on
liberal plot to undermine the
American and a member of the
downfal I of the American estabRepublican party. I hove firmly
1ished way of life, " said the
stood behing our President and I
gunner, who had pulled the
even voted for him back in 1960.
trigger. "A soldier in uniform
Myself and all the POW's truly
doesn 't pull his pants down in
are proud to have a President public."
that did not come to North
Vietnam and beg for our release. The television camera then
We all know how hard it was all zooryied in on the major 's head
those
long
years
for
the which was now emersed in a

II
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CHARTER FLIGHTS
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N. 1020 Howard

"Rosencrantz
& Guildenstern
Are Dead"
Existential comedy directed by
Dorothy Darby Smit h
April 6,7, 13, 14, 19,20,21 - 8 :30 p .m .
Reservations
FA 5-0081
Students $1.00

President as he sat lounging in . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the sun at Key Biscayne, all the
time knowing our asses were
rotting in some prison in North
Vietnam . But I would hove been
happy to spend the rest of my life
in Vietnam, I thought I was going
to, in order to achieve the victory
we now hove. America, I love
you. "

"Well men," the colonel said.
"We'll
be
landing
fn five
"It'll be good to see my loving minutes."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . As he said this he loosened his
belt and undid his pants and they
quickly dropped to his ankles.
Strewn on the furniture were Immediately a shot rang out and
by Rick Schultz
more cigarette ashes. In the sink the major's shattered bod fell t
Staff Reporter
were more dirty dishes. HowNot long ago a young man and
ever, instead of milk cartons
his sweetheart attended Eastern
they graduated to beer bottles.
Washington State College. One
of their favorite eating places Finally the couple died and
was the PUB. To "the custodian Judgement Day arrived. Unfortthey made their presence unately, the Lord had been doing
known-cigarette ashes, empty his homework. " I'm sorry," he
milk cartons, dirty dishes, trays,
said, "No uncleo!' thing can enter
and almost everything else.
into My Kingdom."
"Why should we care?" they
said. "After all, it's not our
Our story hos a happy ending.
They're together now-in the
I
pace.
same company. They're free to
leave all the cigarette ashes and
Eventually they married and
raised a family. Mother and
beer bottles they desire. Why
father screamed at their children
should they care? After all, it's
for not picking up their toys.
not their
place.
,,.

Love Affair In PUB

pool of blood. The camera slowly
moved down the body of the
POW, over h is chest until it
finally came to rest upon a pair
of red, white, and blue shorts
that had been fashioned out of
an American flag.
THE END [of Act 3136)

OWL

PHARMACY

120 F St.

~exa11

Ph. 235-4100
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A MO ra I Point ••••••••••• Harriet Van Horne
@@~U@CPwCBC?

NEW YORK, N.Y.--lt's unlik e ly
that Marlon Brando endeared
himself to th e starc hed shirts and
glittering bosoms that filled the
Los Angeles Music Center for the
annual Academy Awards. But he
did provide the only stunning
surprise in a ritual that may have
set a new record for banality and
sheer ineptitude.

ISSUES and OPINION
Charter Member, Wa shi ngton Slate College Newspaper Associatior,
EDITOR

Ed Bruneau
NEWS 1,:DITOR

ASSOCIATE E DITOR

Dennis Reedy

Brian Mottaz
SPORTS EDITOR

Butch Brown

EDITO.R IA L CARTOON I fr

Pat Berry

COPY EDITOR

To cock a snoot at the Oscar, that
Holy Grail of actor~. is gauche Now no sensitive Amer ican con
enough. But to do so in order to . doubt · the legitimacy of the
score a point for the much-abus- Indians ' cause. But argument is
ed American Indian is, in the bound to rage : Was this the
Hollywood ethic, letting the side proper time and place to draw
down.
attention to on old and shaming
social problem?
The gentle,voiced Apache maiden, Sachine littlefeother, who Like George C. Scott, who also
appeared on the stage (in tribal refused on Oscar, Brando hos
dress) to renounce the best actor achieved on eccentric footnote in
award in Mr. Brando's name was motion picture history. He has
hnoed and hissed. This note of reaffirmec,I his status as an

Rich Ives

HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
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~/: crea ting the biggest carnival type atmosphere during
(~( elections of any college campus of its size in the United
*= States. The term "sensationalism" could be regarded as the
~: prin c iple method used to capture the voters awe, and get
~:l them to the voting booth . Once in the voting booth, a voter
t~ merely has to admire the glitter of his campaign pin, or
~~ rem ember that cat chy slogan he saw in a sign or heard from a
:_.:. can d'd
:,::
I ate.

~
~~

"

j~ The Dangerous Carnival;
/Iii The Profitable Piper
~~ .

-~ ( " ~

/j/j In recent years, Eastern has held and kept its diploma for ~~
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::;: After all, it seems logical enough that the candidate who has
~] the biggest campaign, the one that had a lot of dough to
spend on pins, signs, and posters, would be the man for the
:=:::
..... iob. Or does the iob in an executive position need an ounce
::::. of integrity? Does a candidate need things like knowledge of
I:l: the position, ideas, and experience, when he can win
:::~ anything by leading the masses with his magi ca l flute,
~:;
playing "posters, pins, and promises"?
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:(~ But that isn't all that ·goes on at this carnival.
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perfectly and legally that it would take a lawyer to ::::
:\:\ understan·d its meaning, is the one that rai sed the executive
[(!( office carnival kin gs salary to $2800 a year. It's more than any {
))() co llege of Eastern's type in the state.
~
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Besides candidates, the General Election of April 25 has a few ~~A
W
~~: constitutional ammendments on ballot. It is those sneaky ::~
~;:: constitutional ammendments that litera lly screw the student ~:[
over, sin ce the only propoganda students usually ever hear is ::::
1::1 from their maker, Associated Students.
~~
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:::: That is something, Eastern students, you may give some ):~
»
N
~~ serious thought on.
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oddball, a nonconforming nut, When all the talk of Brando's onstroting for peace in Washingmaking a grandstand ploy for "discourtesy" and grandstanding ton or Greek students being
attention.
I hos died away, people will still kicked and beaten by the Athens
' remember that lovely yc,un'} police.
Inevitably, there will be the Littlefeother, in her shining
traditional comment that if braids, explaining as best she
h
d
h
Morion is so keen on social ,
Id
h
h
t h
d These were t e stu ents w o
cou
w y t e mos
onore f ·
d h
v·1etnomese
.
reform whny doesn 't he start
f h
h
1rst oppose
t e
,
actor o t e year was 1ettmg t e
h
·
d f
n
h',s
l 'f
?
"H ow cha lice poss. Therefore,• we must war ' w o compa,gne
or e d.
w,'th
own
I e.
U nprofessional I "
people said
d
h
B
d
. h
Eugene McCarthy, who proteste
•
·
· conce e t at ran o w, 11 ave ,
. .
d h .
·
And In a sense of course the
d
A
d
f
police bruto 11ty on t e mequ1t•
'
,
,
score a moro 1 point.
n
or .
f h
If
refusal of an honor accorded by t h at we mus t a d mire
.
h 1m,
'
even 1es o t e we are system.
one 's peers is unprofes sional. It cherish him.
shows, perhaps, as much disI didn't like "The Godfather," nor
respect for
the
award
as
did I admire Brando's waxcompassion for the lndinn s.
To the
overage
Hollywood jowled, wooden performance.
Jane Fonda, who is considerably mind-~orticulorly the Hollywood But my heart went out to that
more of an activist than Marlon establishment that regards Pres- Apache loss in her long braids,
Brando, probably struck just the ident Nixon and Vice President which is precisely what Marlon
right note when accepting her Agnew as great statesmen-any- Brando hod in mind. He did,
Oscar
last
year.
In
clear body who protests, who kicks therefore, make a moral point
reluctance she came to the against war or proverty or and attention must be _paid.
theater-in 'what one critic called injustice is a dangerous ro~icol.
Copyright 1973
"on old pair of pants"-faced the It is ol!tO on a r ticle of faith that
Los
Angeles Times
cameras, said there was O great· protelters or~ all. a rotten lot,
deal she would like to soy about frustrated, ont1soc1ol types, cravthe state of the world, but ' ing a bit of notoriety.
instead murmured "Thank you"
and deported. A pro.
· This v iew holds whether the
protesters are intellectuals dem-

~

:~: Sounds simpl e enough, does n't it?

} This year,
:::: hopefully
[()( your only
:::: ma rching
«
.
:::: charisma.

outrage was muted, c lea rly
coming from a small claque of
dissenters. But the sound clearly
discomfited the young woman,
who mode quick business of
citing the current Indian grievances. These ranged from the
crude portrayal of Indians in
televi sion reruns to the current
unpleasantness
at
Wounded
Knee.
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facts and opinions you haven't heard . This may be ::::
chance to vote with some intellegence, instead of
like rats in tune with the flute of a candidates :~:
~
:,::
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f Make this paper a pre-requisite to your stepping into the
:;:: voting booth . I promise, as editor, to attempt not to be
J swayed by the catchy slogaris and shiny pins There are

*; tricky and sticky constitutional ammendments this year, and
•:•:•
1

·::·: I'll make them understandable.
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Russell R. Adams
Asst. Prof. of Art
E.W.S.C.
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ROCK and ROLLED
Here's a good ripe Bronx Cheer for the EWSC Board of
Trustees. ·
pppppppPHHHHHHHHHHTTTITIT
Faculty are being dismissed due to budget cuts, but you'll
hove your $28,000.00 rock. And now you hove my salute.

o

· I oAlwlv yo~s

'THAT'S THE LAST OF THE PRISONERS ••• NOW, WHERE'S ALL THE MONEY TO REBUILD
NORTH YIONAM•1 ________________
.
.._______________.;;.;;.;;;;.;.;;,;;..;.;;,..;.;;.;;.:;.;:.:;.;~•;.....
_,
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AD MANAGERS DICK ST. JOHN AND DON O'NE1l;LLi STAFF REPORTERS
INCLUDE: Jill Harstad, Julie Kittelson, Tim McWllliams, Vern Patten, Rick
Schultz, Fiasayo Gesinde and Nena Hodges. The Easterner is printed weekly
except holidays, and periods immediately preceding holidays. The Easterner
Office is located at the Eastern Washington StatP. Walter W. Isle Memorial Union
Building, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and is published by the
Associated Students of EWSC. Ail editorial opinions expressed in The Easterner
are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner, and do not
necessarily represent those of the Associated Students, the faculty, or
adm inlstration of EWSC.
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Wounded KneeFocal Point of
Indian Unrest
by Fisayo Gesinde
For over four weeks now, a
group of American
Indians
headed by the American Indian
Movement (AIM) have occupied
the village of Wounded Knee on
Pine Ridge Reservation, South
Dakota
anu
have
engaged
Federal Officers in several gun
battles.
The reasons for this situation,
according to WASSAJA, meaning
"Let My People Know",
a
national newspaper of Indian
America , are these: "The Oglola
Sioux
on
the
Pine
Ridge
Reservation have for many years
complained of ill-treatment by
the U.S. government.
The charges include persistent
poverty, poor housing, inadequate water and health care,
corruption in the Bureau of
Indian
Affairs,
and

dishonest tribal officials who ore
under
the
control
of
BIA
superintendents. intimidation of
the people, coercion to e liminate
resistance, and failure of reservation economic programs due to
inefficiency and dishonesty."
On Tuesday, February 27, about
75 cars carrying Indians, arrived
at Wounded Knee. The passengers took the Sacred Heart
Catholic C~urch, and raided the
store and trading post, seizing
guns and ammunition, food and
supplies. Eleven local inhabitants, ranging from the ages of 11
to 83, were taken as hostages.
Since then thers have been gun
battles, peace talks, and even
legal battles over the Wounded
Knee issue.
On Wednesday, February 28,
there was a prolonged exchange
of fire between Indians and FBI

'NOT JUST NOW, MR. WAY~E . . . PERHAPS LATER . . •
men. On Sunday, March 11, FBI
men withdrew an armed roadblock after a peace agreement.
On Sunday March 18, the chief
U.S. negotiator:, Assistant Attorney General Harlington, talked
for over two hours with Indian
leaders in a chapel in the
occupied area. After the talk,
General Harlington said they
' were making progress, as long
as they kept talking.
On Wednesday, March 21 , about
300 local Indian supporters in
Seattle staged a peaceful demonstration in support of the
Indian cause, and marched from

PREFERRED

for good business reasons
A young man with his eye to a
future in enterprise looks to Army
'ROTC, for good business reason.s.

The future belongs to those who
prepare for it. it is no longer enough

to be "in the right place at the right
time". Success in a life choice now
demands more than ever the right
preparation. Education, of course, Is
essential. But the growing pr.opor·
tion of our national population
going to college has lessened the
diploma's role as an automatic
entree to the best lobs. Employers
are demanding something more.

Army ROTC offers that "something
more" to the college man looking to
his future. It offers an Invaluable
experience condensed Into a quick
time span. This experience can
hasten personal maturity, develop
better ludgment In a demanding
environment, and sharpen and
quicken the ability to make the right
decisions. Serving as an Army
officer eff11trs and demands respon·
slbility. An officer Is a leader, In fact
and In deed. And Ame r,can
busl!'ess and Industry need and
want proven le ade rs. They make
every effort to find them. For good
business reasons.

for more Information on Army
ROTC call Captain Huds~n or
Captain Wong at 359-2387, or stop_
In and see them, Cadet Hall, EWSC.

HELP WANTED
$100.00 weekly possible addressing
mail for firms -Full and part-time
at home - Send stamped selfaddressed envelope to HOME
WORK OPPORTUNITIES, Box
566 Ruidoso Downs, New Mexico
88346.

the Indian Center to the Federal
Court House.
Fighting broke out again on
Friday, March 23. Indians and
Federal officers exchanged
about 1,400 rounds of fire from
Friday afternoon to the early
hours of Saturday.

the poor treatment given to
Indians in the film industry
today. Marlon Brando won the
award as a result of his part in
the Oscar award winning Movie
of the Year, The Godfather.

Ben Dupris, Director of the Indian
Education Program here at
Eastern, said "You don't see
Indians in high government
On Sunday, March 25, a federal
posts,
you don 't see Indian
court ordered federal officers to ·
doctors, teachers, or lawyers;
allow six carloads of food to pass
you
only see them cleaning
the barricade over to the Indian
floors,
and in the kitchen. This is
side. This order was made after a
legal suit was won by attorneys what we are fighting against. We
want Indians to be educated. We
for the AIM
want Indians in respectable
A disturbance was caused in the positions.
We
want
Indian
Show Business world when, on principals. How con you bring
Tuesday, Morch 27, Marlon about changes for the betterBrando refused the Best Actor of ment of Indians in schools when
the Year Oscar Award offered the principal is not Indian?"
him. He claimed that he could
not accept the award because of

..

Attention Busijness
& Science
Majors
Texas Instrument now has the
Machine for you. Originally
$169.95, now being offered to

you at

PUSENTS-:

s 14995

.DIME NITE .

T!C81
Sundays 5 - 8 pm

MANAGEMENT

*
OPENINGS. IN SALES
MANAGEMENT, PERSONEL
MANAGEMENT AND SALES!

* TRAINING
at Company Expense
Excellent Company Be nefits and
Libe ra l T ra ining Allo.wances.

* OPPORTUNITY
To Earn High
Income after Training a~d
•

What a Beauty:
F eatures:
1s second fade-out
Built in rechargable batteries
AC adapter and charger
Subtraction, Addition, Multiplication, Division
Reciprocals
Squares
Square Roots
Chain and mixed calculat ions
Automatic round off and conver sion to scienti fic rotation when the
answer exceeds 8 d i gits.
Can use scientific rotation up to
99999999x 10 99
·
At Ch eney , call 23S-814 1 after S: 30.
In Spokane, stop at R oy al Office
M a chines and t ak e a look around.

TEACH E RS WANT E D
E ntire W est , Mid-W est and South
SO UTJi W EST ,:,e.AC Hl;:RS

AGE NCY
1303 Centra l Ave. N .E.
A l buquerque, New M ex ico 87 106
Bonded, Ucensed and Member:·
N.A.T.A. "Pur 27t h year" .

tl, Qu.a lify for a Trip to Acapulco!

ARMY
ROTC
I '

The more you look at it,
the better it looks

YOU MUST BE COLLEGE TRAINED!
Send Resume To:

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE
2400 SW 4th Ave. Room 200
Portland, Oregon 97201

Austra lian Field Trip J uly 14
A ug . 18. 35 days on t he Barrier
Reef, ca m ping across the Outback,
visiting major cit ies and Fij i I ds.
( both mounta ins and beaches ) . 12
college credit s in Nat ural Science,
lower d ivision . A ll costs from
Vancouver B.C. roundtrip $1495. H
you want to do something different
t h is summer find out how by
writing A ustralia F i el d Trip c-o
Skijgit Va ll ey College Mt. Vernon
Wa. 98273.

...., ,. .,
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WAITING FOR
A CHANCE???
IF YOU: :

* Have a Two Point GPA
* Are A Registered Student At EWSC
.* Have Attended Eastern Full ·Time

..

~_.I

For At Least One Quarter ( Five Quarters
~~~ ~~ ·Full Time, At Least Two At EWSC For
-~-~ President) Then Great OpportUnity'
Awa,its You In The Exciting Field Of

.....

STUDENT
GOVE.RNMENT
~ o r e l ~ ~ - - ~ !lil. iii-0i~m:1:1tt~~n:
·'.••
.•

JOIN THE RANKS OF THE SELECT FEW
WHO HAVE MADE BIG GAINS AS A POLITICIAN.
APPLY FOR THE OFFICE OF A.S. PRESIDENT,
VICE-PRESIDENT, EXECUTIVE CO-ORDINATOR
OF ACTIVITIES, TREASURER, SECRETARY OR
ONE OF SIX LEGISLATIVE POSITIONS

FILING OPENS 8 AM
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4,
CLOSES AT 5 PM,
WEDNESDAY APRIL 11.•~
PRIMARY ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD APRIL 18.
GENERAL ELECTIONS ARE APRIL 25 th.
.

.

'

HERE IS YOU.R CHANCE TO BE ··HEARD!
BECOME A LEADER OF THE PACK

/
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Rios Takes Th,Td In NA/A Finals
Barely Misses Title
Savage wrestling
standout
Ruben Rios made the trip to
Sioux City, Iowa, a worthy one as
he captured third place in the
NAIA finals March 10.

loss to Monroe, Rios copped his
next two contests to nail down
his third place finish. Eastern's
other entry was John Hayward in
the 142 pound category. He won
his first contest 10-3 but d opped
the
next
match
and
was
eliminated from further competition.

Rios pinned three opponents as
he won five of his six matches.
His only loss came at the hands
of Wayne State University's Ken
Monroe. Monroe was the defending national champion in the 167
pound class and went on to win
the title for the third straight
year. Rios was leading Monroe
6-5 with 15 seconds to go when
he suffered a takedown and
dropped the crucial match.

EASTERN WRESTLER RUBEN RIOS · capped a highly successful year as he fought his was to a brilliant third
place finish in the NAIA finals at Sioux City. Iowa, last month. The 167 pound senior suffered only one
defeat all year and set a new school mark for the best career record.

Intramural Happenings
Men's, women's softball-Teams
are needed for slow pitch
softball. Men's deadline is Friday
while the women 's is April 13.
Men are needed to organize and
coach the women's teams. There
will also be a Rec-pitch league
this spring for those who like a
little hotter softball action. A
team managers meeting for
men's softball will be held April
10 at 4:00 p.m. in HPE 250.

April
play.

Bowling-More bowling teams are
needed for spring leagues.
Deadline is tomorrow so sign up
at Cheney Bowl today. Teams
will be made up of four members
and will compete Monday and
Tuesday nights beginning at 9:00
p.m. April 9 and l 0. Cost is $1 .20
per week. Men's,women's and
co-ed teams ore invited to
participate.

Table tennis-Singles and doubles
play will be conducted. Deadline
is April 20 for sign up.

Handball-Deadline for sign up is

13. Singles and

league

Paddleball-Tournoment and singles play are planned. April 13 is
last day to sign up.
Rifle tournament-April 20 deadline. Tournament will be held
week of May 7. Men's and
women 's competition will be
held.

Golf-May 11 deadline. A tournament will be held as well as
four man league play this spring.
Track and field-Men 's and women's track meet is set for May
17. Check the handbook for
events and sign up early and
start training for the meet.

SwimmJng-May 18 is last day to
sign up. Meet scheduled for May
23 and 24.
Points for the All-Sports Trophy
have been compiled. With only
spring quarter remaining, the
men's division is headed by
White Trash #1 with 412 points.
A distant second with 264 are
the Rusty Dildoes #1 followed by
Pike Primos with 186.
The E & M Animals #1 head the
women's division
with
170
points. The E & M Animals #2
follow with 98 and Floyd's
Machine has ammassed 93
points to date. The co-ed division
is being led by Greenwood I with
168 tallies while Fertile Flats is
closing in with a score of 145.
Benwa Balls is still within
striking distance with 133.

Grappler Coach Curt Byrnes said
he was " extremely pleased" with
the performances of Rios and
Hayward. " I think they both
represented our school very well
and we should be proud of
them." Rious established a new
school mark for the best career
record and will be honored as an
All-American for his grappling
feats during the tourney.

Rios started his bid for the title
by pinning B.D. LaPrad of the
University
of
Wisconsin
at
Evergreen Conference schools
LaCrosse in 3:34. Jim Haskins of
fared , well in the l 05 team
Lake Superior State College was
tournament. Central's Wildcats
victim number two as Rios
came out as the number two
gained a pin at 2:32 of the third
· team in the nation and Oregon
period.
Tech managed a fifth place
finish. Eastern finished as the
Ruben's third victory came on a
9-0 decision over Neal Tuminske number 24 team despite having
only a pair of entrants.
of Anderson College. After the

Sunday Ride Outlined
Isn't it about time for a nice
leisurely afternoon with dear old
Mother Nature? Or what about
seeing some new faces? Even
. better, isn't it time to get that
figure back into respectable
shape for the summer months?
The Cheney Parks and Recreation Department has developed a
program where all this can
happen. Starting this Sunday and
continuing every Sunday until
June, a bicycle tour will be held.
The parking lot of the PUB will be
the meeting place and the
activities will begin at noon and
end about 4 p.m.

The
cyclists
will
tour
the
surrounding area beginning with
easier rides and progressing to
longer excursions. All bicycles
from one to ten speeds can be
used and ALL ages are welcome
to participate. Maps will be
posted around the campus two
or three days prior to the next
ride.
Steve Bell will be leading this
exciting activity and guarantees
fun for all. Contact Steve at the
Cheney Rec. Dept. (235-2517) if
you have any questions or need
more information.

Alpha Kappa Psi
ETA PHI CHAPTER
(A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY)

IS BEGINNING

ITS SPRING
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE!
i\.K . Psi Aids In Your Efforts For Future Employment

( 1) As A Good Reference For The Placement File
A. Shows Initiative
B. Getting Along With Others
C. Experience in Business.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS-The Heaven's Devils picked
up all the marbles despite the smallness of their squad. L to R: Randy
Schultz, Dennis Schuh, Crayton Oestreich and Nick Marriott. Other
team members were Kevin Larmer, Gary Maurer and Jamie Floyd.

(2) By Bringing You Face. To Face With Businessmen.

attage
(3)

I.

By Printing a Directory of Members Available for Employment
and Mailing it to Leading Business Firms Throughout The Country.

Contact Any AKPsi Member
Wearing A Membership Name Tag
Throughoµt This Week Or Come By
The AKPsi Office - 127 Kingston
-----

nuie

. LUNC.HEON SPECIAL!
Hot 4" Poor Boy
with salad, & beverage.
No. 1-9 - 1.15
Mo. 10-14 - 1 .30

HAPPY HOUR!
7-10

pm TUESDAY

15c SCHOONERS
"Olde Tyn1e Flicks"
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Baseball Squad
Rips OTI, 10-5
Eastern 's rain -s oaked baseball
squad surv ived the mud and
some junior high baseball tactics
as they pounded
the
host
Southern Oregon College nine by
a l 0-5 count Saturday. The
second game was called after
four innings because of rain with
SOC leading 6- l.
The Savages broke loose for six
big runs in the fourth inning to
take a 6 - 1 lead in the opener.
Ten men came • to the plate for
EWSC, topped by Willie Dunston's double. Three batters
drew walks in the outburst.
SOC came storming back two
innings later to pull within one at
6 -5. Savage catcher Gary Robbins unloaded a grand slam
homer in the top half of the
seventh to ice Eastern's first
Evergreen Conference victory.
--~__,_..._.-"'",., ~
,. ~

~

The second game was tagged by
Coach Ed Chissus as a "complete
farce. " " It hod been raining

pretty hard all day and was
getting two wet to play. We
didn 't want to see anyone get
hurt, so we asked the ump to call
the game. They were ahead 6-1,
however, and didn 't want to call
the game. So they
started
striking out intentionally to get
in the required , number of
innings real fast (5) ," Chissus
said .
The tactics backfired , however,
as the game was called w ith the
umpire fully realized the situation
Eastern now stands 4-7 for the
year, but Chissus said he was
still fairly happy with the team .
" Our mistakes have been defensively for the most port, but I
think we 're starting to come
around now, " Chissus said.
The Savage nine take a road
swing to Bellingham th is weekend for a pa ir of contests with
Western Wa shington.

II Wrestling Meet At Fieldhouse
~

~

~

~

~
~

..,

Over 100 partici pants are ant_kipated for the Savage Wrestl 1~g
Club O _pen to be held Sotu_rdoy in
the Fieldh ouse, a ccording to
EWSC Wrestling Coach Curt
Byrnes.

~ The eve nt will be open to all
~ amateur athletes holding a valid
~ United States Wrestling Feder(.i £ ,"':f < ·
. ~ ation cord. The cards may be
'
"
,. • .,.. ~ purchased prior to weigh-i n at a
•
w .. ~
cost of two dollars. Weigh -i n is
4
'.+:... ·~ "';: ~
• ~ scheduled from 9 :00 to l 0 :00
·• ~ a.m. and wrestling gets under~.-, •·
~• ·:.. <+.." •.,·:
•
way to l l. A two dollar entry fee
~~
hos been established , Byrnes
said .

._._.._...._~ .....

i
.....,1~,~

Entries are requested by April 6.
Registration, however, may be
~ode at t ~e weigh-in . Parental
signat ure 1s required for those
participants und er 18. Medal s
will be awarded for the top three
finishes in each weigh t class.
Designated weight classes ore :
115, 126, 134, 142 and 150.
Al so, 157, 167, 177, 190 and
heavywei ght.

Registration
forms
may
be
picked up at the HPE complex.
Any other questions can be
answered by calling Byrnes at
359 -2461 .

An important announcement to every
~ £udent in the health professions:

to different ways of thinking. We regularly go to plays,
lectures, and minority awareness programs as a
gr?up. Our environment encourages us to question
things as they are. Does yours? Give us a ca ll. It's
worth your experience.

235-4672

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

THETA CHI UPSILON FRATERNITY
We do more than drink beer and have parties!

* Beer
*Wine
* Snacks

* Novelty Machines
* Pool
* Foosball!

C ·HENEY BOWL .

1706 -

2nd

"IMA:A.IA:AAA:14,AAW~..u:AAll:AJ(

235-6218

CO U PON) ~~~~~

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or arc working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
W e make it easy for you. to
complet e your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon a s you enter th e program, but remain in student
status until gradua tion. And,
during each year you will be

hard, expensive training.
on active duty (with extra
Now we are in a position to
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
give you some help. Mail in
if your academic schedule
the coupon at your earliest
requires that you remain on
convenience for more detailed
campus, you stay on campus
- and still receive your active · information.
duty pay.
Armed Forcrs Scho lars h ip•
Box A
A ctive duty requirements
Un iversal City, Texas 78148
I du ire i nformat ion f o ,· th e follo wlnl[
are fair. Basically, you serve
11r osrr am :
Ar m y n Navy n Ai r Force
one year as a commissioned
Medlca 170 s teopathic O Denta l
Ve terinary O Podiatry•
officer for each year you've
Other (Please specif y) . _ _ _ __
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
(pleaae print )
Soc. Sec. = - - - - - - -- You may apply for a scholarAddrtt• - - - - - - - - ship with either the Army,
City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Navy or Air Force, and know
S tate _ _ _ _ _ z ;p _ _ __
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and . E n rolled al- - - -- -- (School)
duties in keeping with your
To 11:raduate ln - - -- - -- lMonth) (Year) ( Desree )
professional training.
Dale of bir th - - - - - - - (Mo
nth)
( Day)
( Y ear)
The life's work you've cho• Podiatry not available In A.Ir Force Proc r am.
sen for yourself requires long,

r---- ------------,

~
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Expo Expectations the daa:tar's bag
written by dr. ar.nold werner • distributed by college press service
August will be the most popular
month 9-t Spokane's Expo '74,
according to a recently revised
economic survey of the World's
Fair market area.
The survey, prepared for Expo
'74 by Economic Research Associates, a Los Angeles consulting
firm , shows an estimated
1,329 ,000 visitors passing
through the gates during that
month, out of a total estimated
4.8 million visitors over the
entire six months of the Fair.

I

Persons living within a 200-mile
radius of the Fair, however, will
favor June, according to the
survey. During that month,
240,000 persons from the surrounding area will have passed
through the gates. That compares_to 217,000 during each of
the months of July and August,
and the number per month goes
down more for Septembe1" and
again for October, for a total of
139,000 for the last month.
Closing day, however, is expected to be one of the busiest of the
Fair.
The Fair is being designed to
accommodate 40,000 persons
per day, though attendance
could exceed that number on a
few days during the six-month
period. However, with an operating day of 12 hours and the
average length of stay estimated
to be 7 hours, only 30,000
persons are expected to be on
the grounds at one tirr1e on
"design . day." A design day is
defined as being a day in which
attendance reached the 40,000person mark for which the site is
being designed.
The study further breaks down
how a visitor is likely to spend
his time: During the overage
7-hour stay on the Fairgrounds,
30 minutes will be spent eating,
30 minutes shopping, one hour
and 30 minutes
spent on
amusements, 45 minutes walking and resting and three to four

hours viewing the exhibits.
During that seven hours, the
average adult will have spent
$7.14, including parking, food
and beverage,
merchandise,
entertainment and amusements.
The · average

tourist

Spokane while on vacation is
expected to sp&nd one or two
days of his vacation touring the
Fair, then he will travel on to any
of the many state and national
parks or other recreation foci 1ities in the Pacific Northwest .

.

visiting

Recycle Project Begun
Ope-ration Recycle hos gotten off
to a good start with students
from Spokane's Roosevelt Grode
School bringing 8,000 bottles
and 4,000 aluminum cons to the
collection site on the Gonzaga
University campus.
The glass wi II be crushed and the
aluminum shredded, for ultimate
use in constructing a portion of
the Expo '74 site in downtown·
Spokane. Operation Recycle is a
joint project of the Washington
Association fo, Retarded Children and the Expo· '7 4 Youth Task
Force, Collegiate Division.
The go::JI is to collect 70 tons of
glass, which will be crushed and
used in making glossphalt for
surfacing a part of the riverfront
park on which Spokane will host
the 1974 World's Fair. Also
needed are aluminum cons and
other all-aluminum waste, to be
used in making park furniture or
sculptural works.
The project
was
originally
suggested by Murray Luther,
community relations director for
the Rainier Brewing Company.
Co-sponsoring the project is
Reynolds Aluminum, and the
firms hove offered $10,000 to
buy the glass and aluminum,
process it and construct the
glassphalt area on the Expo site.
The area will be a permanent
reminder of the theme of the
World's Fair, "Cefebrating Tomorrow's Fresh, New E.n vironment," since it will be constructed out of materials that would
have otherwise been thrown

away.

Persons wishing to donate gloss
or aluminum to the project may
bring the materials to the
collection point on the GU
campus any time during the
collection period, which will be
held from March 30 through
April 8. Or, the materials may be
left at any of seven pick-up
points to be established by the
college students participating in
the drive. These points will be
operating on the weekends only,
and they will be manned by
colleg_e students who will then
transport the materials to the
Hamilton location.
Eastern Washington State College students will man collection
centers at Manito Shopping
Center and on the EWSC campus.
During the drive, on aluminum
shredder will be located at the
main center on Hamilton. The
shredder was
provided
by
Reynolds Aluminum, one of the
sponsors of the recycling operation.
Rainier Brewing Company is
proviaing two glass crushers.

Address letter to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East Lansing Ml.

48823

'

QU~STION : As a parent of two college students, I occasionally read
their college newspaper when it is brought home.
For a long time I hove objected to some of the ridiculous and
offensive questions answered in your column--those pertaining to the
sex problems of "girlfriends " and " boyfriends ". The most recent one
of this kind was about warts. It really makes me ill to read this si!ly
stuff and I am wondering if you are writing it for a laugh, it is so very
silly. Please don 't say, " you don't have to read it" . How con it be
avoided when there it is?
I

I also think that some of the questions you have answered wouldn 't

apply to one case in about a thousand, so then why should they be
published?
,Let these people come to doctors in person with their extremely
private questions. They should not be given public answers. The
reading is an of fense to some of the rest of us. I om sorry to write t his
letter.

ANSWER: Your lntete1tlng letter expre11es thoughts that are
probably shared by a number of people, but reflect a · phllo1ophy of
education and health care that 11 obviously different than mine.
Perhaps It takes day to day contact with people and the!r problems to
appreciate how truly widespread 11 the lack of accurate Information
about personal matters. As a physician, I cannot agree that It Is "1lily"
for a couple to be concerned about Infecting each other with venereal
warts.
·
~

I suspect that you might be a little dl1tre11ed bellevlng that I
encourage people to engage In particular sexual activities. I hate to
disappoint you, but this is not the case. Sexual activities engaged In
today should be of no surprise to parents, because these are the
same exact activities that the parents engaged In when they were
younger. The only differences appear to be that the current
generation 11 sexually active at a slightly earlier age and talk more
about their activities. It 11 In the nature of parenthood to become
concealing about one's own l\exual experiences and reinforcing of
what 11 considered tradltlonal societal values, even If th••• values
are no longer widely held.

Retarded persons will be working at the center, preparing the I try to provide as accurate Information as I can about questions that I
glass and cans for processing have reason to believe expre11 widely held concerns. I have aiway1
through the shredding and maintained that the activities that people engage In should be ones
crushing equipment. Coordinat- that are not harmful to themselves or others, nor conflict with their
ing them is Joyce Cutler of the . own 1en1e of right and wrong. I hope that a person has b~n
posltlvely Influenced by his family's values and not rlgldlfled by their
WARC. The Spokane County
Chapter of the state organization hang ups.
for the retarded will pay the
On large campuses, a question that applies to only one case In a
retarded persons for their work,
thl,u1and could generate dozens of telephone calls or visits to
and the WARC will be paid for
doctor's
offices. By writing this column, I reach more people In a year
the glass and the aluminum
collected to raise funds for their than I could In an entire career of seeing patients.
activities.
Since lt has never been my Intention to offend anyone, I can only

hope that your future readings of my column will be accompanied by
less of a sense of distress and by a greater appreciation of the
universality and humor of people's problems. You might consider
talking to your two children about the concerns they and their friends
have and find out where they seek answers. This too, might help you
entoy the column a little more.

QUESTION: A friend of mine insists that for him to ejaculate twice
during intercourse produces too much bodi ly strain and can cause
hernias. I would like to know if this is true or just another copout.

ANSWER: Just another copout for what? For some people It Is not all
that easy to etaculate twice during Intercourse, and In fact, It may
even be Impossible If you are past the early twentle11. It 11 fortunate
that In reasonqbly Intact people, Intercourse doe, not produce too

much bodily strain. Hernias ofter occur from llftlng heavy weight,.
Unle11 you and your friend are engaging In sexual Intercourse In
some absurdly strenuous fashion, I can see· no risk of hernias.

8 WORD OR TWO
BBOUT Clean BIR
"/

Ashless, sootless heating, electrostatic air cleaning,
humidity control, air conditioning. Electricity and
natural gas provide clean, healthy indoor environment
within the reach of everyone.
Non-polluting fuel and modern, clean operating
generation plants have moved us a giant step closer
to a cleaner, healthier outdoors.
In a word or two, clean energy means better living.

I

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY
Clean Energy for a Qua lity Environment

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
(Service to the Campus & Com~uni.ty)

INVITES YOU
TO AN OPEN HOUSE
AT JOHN HANKE'S HOME

1004 Moyer*
April 7
8 pm
OPEN TO BOTH MEN & WOMEN
FREE REFRESHMENTS!
*Directions can be obtained at the
2nd floor, Secretary's desk - Kingston
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Report 'C ites Cost
OlYMPIA-Secretary of State Lud
Kramer has released a 25 page
report outlining the procedures
and cost of the 1972 general
election. "Over $1,000,000 was
spent," he said, "to carry out the
statuotory requirements leading
up to and including the general
election."

,---------------~---.....
--------1
Classification: Depre11ant.
Overdose potential: Possible, when taken In sufficient amounts or
mixed with Barbiturates.
Physical addiction: Yes
Common methods of consumption: Ingested, llquld form. ·

The pitfalls of alcohol ore many and varied. It is among the most
dangerous drugs in existence, ranking in the category of Speed,
Barbiturates and hard narcotics. An estimated 6 to 7 million
Americans are chronic alcoh~lics, or one out of 30.

"Drug Abuse Education," credits al,ohol with causing "acute - and
chronic intoxication. habituation. physical dependence and addiction.
Withdrawal symptoms (delirium tremens) result when alcohol ' is
discontinued." And may we add, alcohol is the. number one drug
killer in the whole world.
·

s.aetary Kromer cal led the
llllport an attempt to present a
view of the total election
·ff'OC..•. "We have shown many
jl the inadequacies of the
·, ,. .ent elections system," t,e
said, "and included a number ·of
alternatives for change.

'9ar

Despite the huge cost, he
continued, substantial savings
were made by reducing the type
size in legal newspaper advertisements, and publishing two
editions of the voters pamphlet.

Alcohol is a depressant; in chemistry and pharmacology, it resembles
chloral hydrate and paraldehyde.

The American Pharmaceutical Association, in their pamphlet on

intensified voter information
program from our office."

"Certainly the legislative enactment of annual general elections
will curb some of the problems,"
he continued, "but there are still
areas where reform is essential
if the process is to be truly open
and accessible."

"The utilization of certain money
saving techniques reduced the
election expense by an estimated $650,000," he commented,
"even with the introduction of an

Under ballot issues in his report,
the Secretary of State examines
the process through
which

11

April
is filing deadline for be full fee paying students Worthington,
Rick
Shierman,
Spring A.S. elections.
. Spring Quarter. Others must Michael Corter, and Jan Ekstedt.
have finished one quarter and
For A.S. Vice-President - Pat
A.S. Vice President Pat O'Don- pay a full fee Spring Quarter. A O'Donnell, and Rick Wise.
nell listed II open positions. 2.00 grade point average is · For A.S. Treasurer - Tom Rantz
Included were President, Vice required of all candidates.
For A.s.· Secretary - Denise J.
President, Treasurer, Executive So far filed for an Associated Mooers. and Frank Marksman
Coordinator of Activities, and
Student Executive position at For Entertainment and Activities
Secretary. Other openings are press time are:
Coordinator - James Wallingford,
Legislative Positions 1, 11, 12, l 3, For A.S. President
Carol and Wayne Boulac.

Medical uses: As mentioned earlier, alcoho~ and hashish were once
used as on anaesthetic during open surgery with reasonable success.
Before ether was widely available, alcohol was sometimes used
medicinally. (Remember the doctor_s in the Old West movies?)

1-'9111••••1111111••--~---~---------••

14 and 15.
'
O'Donnell said the Primary
Elections will be held Wednesday, April 18. Schedu led p·o lling
places are the PUB, Tawanka
Commons, and J.F.K. Library.
Two candidates receiving the
most votes for each office will
advance to the General Election
on April 25.

Alcohol is extremely dangerous when taken with most barbiturates
because it heightens action of the pil'ls so much that it can create an
overdose.
This column was printed with the courtesy of the Do It Now
Foundation. For more Information, contact them at P.0. Box 5115,
Phoenix, Arizona. 8~010
•• . ,
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Program Serves

Anthony Burgess, author. of
"A Clockwork Orange,"
scheduled to speak at Eastern
on Monday[April 2] could not
appear, WIiiiam D. Thomas,
executive secretary of the.
EWSC Artist and Lectures
Series, said.

More Students
Lorry G . Williams, coordinator of
EWSC veterans program&, said
the Upward Bound project is
financed by a $40,000 federal
grant and is one of more than 50
such projects nationally.

,

Twenty-one students were enrolled for winte r quarter, Williams said.

Emphasis is on reading improvement and study methods, with
brush-up
learning
in
basic
Engl ish, mathematics and learning sk.ills.

J\
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OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
AND PRESSING SERVICE FOR YOUR
BEITER GARMGNTS/"

IIADDUX CLEANERS & TAILOR
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"WATCH and PRAY11
LENTEN VESPER SERVICES
A Study Of Ths Lord's Prayer
In Ths Light OI Jesus' S1,1ffsrinR

TUESDAY, MARCH 10 at 7:30
American Legion Hall ·College Ave.
Cheney
GETHSEMANE. LUTHERAN CHURCH

I

In AA Effort To Show
There Is No Discrimination Against
Tti,e Working Man,
We Are Instituting A

I

TOPlCS

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date, ·
168-page, mail order catalog of 2,800
quality research .papers. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage and handling.

Twenty-five percent of all returning Viet Nam veterans do not
hove a high school diploma,
Williams said.
The EWSC project is basically a
college preparatory program
designed to generate skills and
motivation necessary for success
in education beyond high school,
he said.

1

~o\t·• .. -

I

,. i -

I

The Veterans Upward Bound
program is designed to encourage veterans toward realizing
their highest educational goals,
he said. Veterans in the program
are usually unemployed and
have inadequate or no high
school preparation.

~

,I . \

His talk on "The Meaning of A
Clockwork Orange" has been
tentatively rescheduled for
Friday, May 18, at 9 a.m.,
Thomas said.
I

,.•••
••••

,o Goofy~ • 236 • 6260

must

...- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • have completed five full-time
quarters at EWSC, two as a
resident student. They must also

Eighteen veterans were enrolled
fall
quarter,
including
two
women and four minority students. Average schooling prior to
enrollment in the program was
10.5 years. Three students
dropped out, but the remaining
students maintained above a C
average for the quarter.

"The State of Washington has a
continually progressive record in
election reform," Secretary
Kramer said, "but modifications
in our process must not cease if
the people are to be totally
informed and totally prepared
when they go to the polls on
election day."

.-------d--.-d------------M--------~.~s----~.~--~--a n I ate S a y e g I n

Because of the extent of the alcohol problem in the United States and
elsewher4', a great deal is known about the treatment and cure of
alcoholics. For more information, contact your local chapter of
Alcoholics Anonymous, your alcoholism council, or write to the
Superintendent of Documents in Washington, O.C. for a list of
alcohol-related publications.
..

After two quarters, the Eastern
Washington State College Veterans Upward Bound program
has served 39 students and is
expected to-reach 60 by the end
of the academic year.

initiatives to the legislature,
initiatives to the people, constitutional amendments, and referI endum bills must pass prior to
ballot position. Other sections of
the document explain the regulations covering minor party
nominations, redistricting, voter
registration, and precinct polling
place operation. In addition, a
complete section was devoted to
the various techniques used in
providing voter information.

HAPPY HOUR
On MONDAYS
from 5 - 6:30 pm.

Also, Gallons To Go!

•

I

RESEARCH UNLIMITED
519 Glenrock Ave., Suite 203
·Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
Prewritten Materials - $2.50 per page
Original Research - $4.50 per page

r

FAC
2 - 3:30 FRIDAY

SHOWALTER'S
HALL
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E.W.S.C. STUDENT TICKETS

GENERAL ADMISSION

$·1.50 ADVANCE
$2.00 AT DOOR

$2.50 ADVANCE

Available only at the
PUB Ticket Booth

Available at
Epicurean and
Magic Mushroom

$3.50 AT DOOR
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